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        "url":"/pet-information/blog/dogs-and-easter-chocolate/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/2024/easter-pr-intro.jpg",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"dog",
        "categories":"young adult senior dog youYourPet",
        "title":"Sharing your Easter egg with your pup: Why you should think twice!",
        "intro":"With sweet tooths tempted and cravings heightened, we dive into…",
        "meta":"We dive into the reality of giving in to those puppy-dog eyes and explain why you should refrain from sharing your Easter chocolate with your dog",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/dog/advice/are-dogs-colour-blind/",
        "image":"images/blog-assets/are-dogs-colour-blind.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"dog",
        "categories":"young adult senior health",
        "title":"Are dogs colour-blind?",
        "intro":"Have you ever wondered if your dog sees things the…",
        "meta":"For many years it was thought that dogs only saw in black and white. We now know this isn't true. Read more to find out how your dog really sees the world.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/dog/advice/is-my-dog-bored/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/2024/dog-bored.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"dog",
        "categories":"young adult senior behaviour",
        "title":"Is my dog bored?",
        "intro":"Can your dog get bored, and how can you help…",
        "meta":"Just like us, dogs can get bored without enough mental stimulation. Learn how to recognise signs of boredom in dogs and how to solve it with dog enrichment.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/dog/advice/make-your-home-more-comfortable-for-a-senior-dog/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/2024/dog-more_comfortable.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"dog",
        "categories":"Senior youYourPet",
        "title":"How to make your home more comfortable for a senior dog",
        "intro":"As dogs get older, it’s likely they’ll start slowing down…",
        "meta":"It’s common for older dogs to slow down and their needs to change as they age. Discover how to keep your senior dog safe and comfortable at home.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/dog/advice/responsible-dog-walking/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/2024/dog_walker.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"dog",
        "categories":"Young Adult Senior youYourPet",
        "title":"How to be a responsible dog walker",
        "intro":"Dog walks are part of dog ownership – but have…",
        "meta":"Are you a responsible dog walker? Here’s what you need to know about making your walks safer and more enjoyable.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/dog/advice/when-to-consider-senior-dog-food/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/2024/dog-food.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"dog",
        "categories":"Senior health",
        "title":"When is a dog considered senior and should you switch to senior dog food?",
        "intro":"When does an adult dog officially become a senior dog…",
        "meta":"Find out everything you need to know about senior dog food, including the age at which a dog is considered senior and when you should switch to senior dog food.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/dog/advice/waiting-room-anxiety/",
        "image":"images/pet-information/waiting-room-anxiety/pauline-thumb.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"dog",
        "categories":"young adult senior dog health",
        "title":"Overcoming Vet Waiting Room Anxiety",
        "intro":"Tips, tricks and advice from Pauline; a Petplan team member…",
        "meta":"Tips, tricks and advice from Pauline; a Petplan team member & veterinary nurse with over 30 years’ experience and expertise",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/dog/advice/pet-communication/",
        "image":"images/pet-information/pet-communication/walkies.png",
        "tags":"dog",
        "species":"dog",
        "categories":"young adult senior dog youYourPet",
        "title":"Pet-ymology: Speaking our dogs’ language",
        "intro":"From walkies to din dins, Petplan reveals the weird and…",
        "meta":"From walkies to din dins, Petplan reveals the weird and wonderful phrases owners use to talk to their dogs.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/dog/advice/raw-dog-food/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/2022/raw-dog-food-web.png",
        "tags":"dog",
        "species":"dog",
        "categories":"young adult senior dog health",
        "title":"The pros and cons of raw dog food: is a raw diet best?",
        "intro":"Expert nutritionist Bianca Major discusses the advantages and disadvantages of…",
        "meta":"Is a raw food diet best for your dog? Nutrition expert Bianca Major explains the pros and cons of raw dog food.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/dog/advice/does-neutering-change-dog-behaviour/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/2024/dog-neutering.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"dog",
        "categories":"young adult senior health",
        "title":"Does neutering change dog behaviour?",
        "intro":"Choosing to neuter your dog can feel like a big…",
        "meta":"Will neutering or spaying a dog change their behaviour? We answer your commonly-asked questions here.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/dog/advice/signs-your-dog-loves-you/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/2024/dog-loves-you.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"dog",
        "categories":"young adult senior behaviour",
        "title":"Signs your dog loves you",
        "intro":"Dogs are part of your family and you love them…",
        "meta":"Want to know how to tell if your dog loves you? We uncover common dog body language that could be signs our dog loves us.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/blog/how-to-give-your-cat-or-dog-their-medicine/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/pet-medication-web.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"dog",
        "categories":"young adult senior health",
        "title":"How to give your cat or dog their medicine",
        "intro":"Many cats and dogs don't like taking medicine, but sometimes…",
        "meta":"It can be difficult to give medicine to a cat or dog. Follow our veterinary expert's advice to make the process as fuss-free as possible for you and your pet.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    }]
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        "url":"/pet-information/cat/advice/sensible-eating/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/cat-sensible-eating.jpg",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"cat",
        "categories":"young adult senior health",
        "title":"Cat food and dietary needs",
        "intro":"Whether you own a picky Persian or a ravenous Russian…",
        "meta":"If you own a cat, chances are you've wondered about your pet's eating habits and weight trends. Read more to get the lowdown on a healthy diet for cats.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/cat/advice/why-you-should-microchip-your-cat/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/2024/cat-microchipping.png",
        "tags":"microchip tag tagging",
        "species":"cat",
        "categories":"",
        "title":"Why you need to microchip your cat",
        "intro":"If you live in England, microchipping your cat will become…",
        "meta":"Learn all about how microchips work and how they could save your cat’s life. Petplan’s vet Brian Faulkner shares his professional advice here.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/cat/advice/should-you-let-your-cat-sleep-on-your-bed/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/2024/cat-sleeping_on_bed.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"cat",
        "categories":"young adult senior behaviour",
        "title":"Why does my cat like to sleep in bed with me?",
        "intro":"Some cat owners enjoy having a warm, purring bundle of…",
        "meta":"Wondering whether you should let your cat sleep in bed with you? Learn more about the pros and cons from our experts.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/cat/advice/moggie-cat-pedigree-cat-difference/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/2024/cat-breed.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"cat",
        "categories":"young adult senior youYourPet",
        "title":"What breed is my cat?",
        "intro":"Is your cat a pedigree or a moggie? Discover how…",
        "meta":"Visit our guide to learn the differences between moggie, pedigree and purebred cats, including what to consider when choosing your own feline friend.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/cat/advice/why-your-cat-loves-catnip/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/2024/cat-catnip.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"cat",
        "categories":"young adult senior youYourPet",
        "title":"Why do cats like catnip?",
        "intro":"What is catnip? What does catnip do to cats? And…",
        "meta":"What is catnip, and what does catnip do to cats? We answer all of your questions in our article, as we explain why your cat loves catnip.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/cat/advice/understanding-cat-language/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/2024/cat-language.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"cat",
        "categories":"young adult senior behaviour",
        "title":"Understanding cat language",
        "intro":"Why do cats meow, hiss or yowl? And does purring…",
        "meta":"Read through Petplan´s useful guide to learn the art of cat language and understand what your cat may be trying to tell you from the way they purr.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/cat/advice/helping-your-cat-to-live-a-long-healthy-life/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/2024/cat-healthy-life.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"cat",
        "categories":"young adult senior health",
        "title":"How to help your cat live a long healthy life",
        "intro":"Learn more about the average cat lifespan by estimating their…",
        "meta":"Learn more about average cat life expectancy, how to convert cat years to human years and how to help your cat lead a long and happy life at every stage.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/blog/microchipping-your-kitten-your-questions-answered/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/microchipping-kitten-web.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"cat",
        "categories":"young adult senior youYourPet",
        "title":"Microchipping your kitten your questions answered",
        "intro":"Microchipping is the best way for you and your cat…",
        "meta":"Learn all about how microchips work and how they could save your cat's life. Petplan veterinary expert Brian Faulkner gives the lowdown on microchipping.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/cat/advice/how-to-calm-a-hyper-cat/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/2023/hyper-cat-web.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"cat",
        "categories":"young adult senior behaviour",
        "title":"How to calm down a cat who’s in a hyper mood",
        "intro":"Does your cat ever get a case of the crazies…",
        "meta":"Why do cats get the zoomies and how can you calm down a cat in a hyper mood? Find everything you need to know about cat zoomies here.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/cat/advice/senior-cat-care-in-winter/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/2023/senior-cat-care-web.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"cat",
        "categories":"young adult senior youYourPet",
        "title":"Seven ways to give your senior cat the best care this winter",
        "intro":"If you’re concerned about your senior cat this winter, we’ve…",
        "meta":"Are you concerned about your senior cat during winter? Here’s how you can look after your cat through diet, hydration, heated cat beds and veterinary check-ups.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/cat/advice/christmas-gifts-for-cats/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/2023/cat-gifts-web.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"cat",
        "categories":"young adult senior youYourPet",
        "title":"Six of the best gifts for cats this Christmas",
        "intro":"Wondering what to buy your cat this festive season? Find…",
        "meta":"Wondering what to buy your cat this festive season? Get inspiration with our guide to the best Christmas presents for cats, including sustainable options.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/cat/advice/cat-safety-in-winter/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/2023/safe-christmas-web.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"cat",
        "categories":"young adult senior youYourPet",
        "title":"How to keep your cat safe at Christmas",
        "intro":"Christmas is a time for seeing family and friends, celebrating…",
        "meta":"Cats and Christmas trees aren’t always a good combo. Find out how to cat-proof your Christmas and keep your feline friends safe in our article.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    }]
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        "url":"/pet-information/rabbit/advice/how-to-care-for-an-older-rabbit/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/2024/rabbit-caring-older.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"rabbit",
        "categories":"",
        "title":"How to care for a rabbit as they get older",
        "intro":"How can you help your rabbit thrive as they get…",
        "meta":"Are you a responsible dog walker? Here’s what you need to know about making your walks safer and more enjoyable.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/rabbit/advice/rabbit-illnesses-in-winter/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/2023/illnesses-web.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"rabbit",
        "categories":"young adult senior health",
        "title":"Rabbit illnesses to watch out for in winter",
        "intro":"When it’s colder outside and we begin to hit the…",
        "meta":"Can your bunny get sick? Find out here if your rabbit can catch a cold, how to spot them, and how to keep your rabbit safe and healthy during the colder months.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/rabbit/advice/affordable-bunny-gifts-this-christmas/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/2023/rabbit-christmas-web.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"rabbit",
        "categories":"young adult senior youYourPet",
        "title":"Five great Christmas presents for your rabbit",
        "intro":"The festive period is a great time to give our…",
        "meta":"Looking for inspiration for the perfect Christmas gift for your bunny? From boredom-busting toys to tasty treats, discover our top five gifts for rabbits here.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/rabbit/advice/rabbit-food-aggression/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/2023/rabbit-eating-web.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"rabbit",
        "categories":"young adult senior behaviour",
        "title":"How to control food aggression in rabbits",
        "intro":"Have your normally friendly bunnies suddenly become possessive of their…",
        "meta":"Rabbits can sometimes become aggressive around their food because it’s so important to them. But how can owners handle this problem? Read our expert advice.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/rabbit/advice/rabbit-behaviour-problems/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/2023/rabbit-behaviour-web.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"rabbit",
        "categories":"young adult senior behaviour",
        "title":"3 rabbit behaviour problems solved",
        "intro":"Your rabbits’ behaviour can offer important insights into their emotional…",
        "meta":"Sometimes bunny behaviour can be baffling to their owners! Petplan decodes three common rabbit behaviour problems: overeating, chewing and defensiveness.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/rabbit/advice/rabbit-aggression/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/2023/rabbit-aggression-web.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"rabbit",
        "categories":"behaviour adult senior",
        "title":"How to deal with rabbit aggression towards humans",
        "intro":"Rabbits can sometimes display aggressive or territorial behaviour. It is…",
        "meta":"What causes rabbits to become aggressive and how can you deal with the problem? Read our expert advice.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/rabbit/advice/healthy-weight-for-rabbits/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/2023/rabbit-weight-web.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"rabbit",
        "categories":"young adult senior health",
        "title":"A guide to maintaining a healthy weight for rabbits",
        "intro":"Keeping an eye on your rabbits’ weight is an essential…",
        "meta":"A healthy weight is essential to rabbit wellbeing. Find out the ideal weight for rabbits and how to tell if your bunnies are obese or underweight.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/rabbit/advice/fur-pulling/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/2023/rabbit-pulling-fur-web.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"rabbit",
        "categories":"young adult senior behaviour",
        "title":"Why is my rabbit pulling their fur out?",
        "intro":"Rabbit owners may naturally feel concerned if they see their…",
        "meta":"Fur pulling is a frequently seen behaviour in rabbits. Find out when it is a cause for concern and what can be done about it.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/rabbit/advice/summer-care-essentials/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/2023/rabbit-grooming.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"rabbit",
        "categories":"young adult senior health",
        "title":"Rabbit grooming and care tips for summer",
        "intro":"When the weather warms up, rabbits need some extra attention…",
        "meta":"Rabbit grooming is particularly important in summer, when rabbits shed their winter coats. Here’s how to put together a rabbit grooming kit and use it properly.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/rabbit/advice/rabbits-and-children-bonding/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/2023/rabbit-child_bonding.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"rabbit",
        "categories":"young adult senior youYourPet",
        "title":"Rabbits and children: how to help them bond",
        "intro":"Do rabbits make good pets for children? And can you…",
        "meta":"Are rabbits the best pets for children? They can be, as long as you teach kids how to look after rabbits properly! Our age-appropriate guide explains how.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/rabbit/advice/guide-to-happy-bunnies/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/2023/rabbit-keeping_cool.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"rabbit",
        "categories":"health",
        "title":"How to keep rabbits cool in summer: your ultimate guide",
        "intro":"All you need to know about how to keep rabbits…",
        "meta":"How to keep rabbits cool in summer, including expert tips to keep rabbits cool outdoors and advice on signs of heatstroke in rabbits and how to treat it.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    }]
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        "url":"/pet-information/cat/advice/sensible-eating/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/cat-sensible-eating.jpg",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"cat",
        "categories":"young adult senior health",
        "title":"Cat food and dietary needs",
        "intro":"Whether you own a picky Persian or a ravenous Russian…",
        "meta":"If you own a cat, chances are you've wondered about your pet's eating habits and weight trends. Read more to get the lowdown on a healthy diet for cats.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/dog/advice/are-dogs-colour-blind/",
        "image":"images/blog-assets/are-dogs-colour-blind.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"dog",
        "categories":"young adult senior health",
        "title":"Are dogs colour-blind?",
        "intro":"Have you ever wondered if your dog sees things the…",
        "meta":"For many years it was thought that dogs only saw in black and white. We now know this isn't true. Read more to find out how your dog really sees the world.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/dog/advice/when-to-consider-senior-dog-food/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/2024/dog-food.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"dog",
        "categories":"Senior health",
        "title":"When is a dog considered senior and should you switch to senior dog food?",
        "intro":"When does an adult dog officially become a senior dog…",
        "meta":"Find out everything you need to know about senior dog food, including the age at which a dog is considered senior and when you should switch to senior dog food.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/dog/advice/waiting-room-anxiety/",
        "image":"images/pet-information/waiting-room-anxiety/pauline-thumb.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"dog",
        "categories":"young adult senior dog health",
        "title":"Overcoming Vet Waiting Room Anxiety",
        "intro":"Tips, tricks and advice from Pauline; a Petplan team member…",
        "meta":"Tips, tricks and advice from Pauline; a Petplan team member & veterinary nurse with over 30 years’ experience and expertise",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/dog/advice/raw-dog-food/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/2022/raw-dog-food-web.png",
        "tags":"dog",
        "species":"dog",
        "categories":"young adult senior dog health",
        "title":"The pros and cons of raw dog food: is a raw diet best?",
        "intro":"Expert nutritionist Bianca Major discusses the advantages and disadvantages of…",
        "meta":"Is a raw food diet best for your dog? Nutrition expert Bianca Major explains the pros and cons of raw dog food.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/cat/advice/helping-your-cat-to-live-a-long-healthy-life/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/2024/cat-healthy-life.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"cat",
        "categories":"young adult senior health",
        "title":"How to help your cat live a long healthy life",
        "intro":"Learn more about the average cat lifespan by estimating their…",
        "meta":"Learn more about average cat life expectancy, how to convert cat years to human years and how to help your cat lead a long and happy life at every stage.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/dog/advice/does-neutering-change-dog-behaviour/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/2024/dog-neutering.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"dog",
        "categories":"young adult senior health",
        "title":"Does neutering change dog behaviour?",
        "intro":"Choosing to neuter your dog can feel like a big…",
        "meta":"Will neutering or spaying a dog change their behaviour? We answer your commonly-asked questions here.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/blog/how-to-give-your-cat-or-dog-their-medicine/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/pet-medication-web.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"dog",
        "categories":"young adult senior health",
        "title":"How to give your cat or dog their medicine",
        "intro":"Many cats and dogs don't like taking medicine, but sometimes…",
        "meta":"It can be difficult to give medicine to a cat or dog. Follow our veterinary expert's advice to make the process as fuss-free as possible for you and your pet.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/dog/advice/substances-poisonous-to-dogs/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/2023/poisoned-web.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"dog",
        "categories":"young adult senior health",
        "title":"Signs of poisoning in dogs",
        "intro":"Many household items and foods are completely safe for our…",
        "meta":"Which food and drinks are poisonous to your dog? Find out in our article, where we talk about different things to keep away from your dog this festive season.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/dog/advice/senior-dog-care-in-winter/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/2023/senior-care-web.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"dog",
        "categories":"senior health",
        "title":"Five ways to give your senior dog the best care in winter",
        "intro":"As your dog ages, their needs change and you may…",
        "meta":"Older dogs can feel the cold more. Find out here how to help your senior dog, through diet, exercise, health conditions, staying warm and veterinary checkups.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
    },{
        "url":"/pet-information/rabbit/advice/rabbit-illnesses-in-winter/",
        "image":"images/thumbs/mixed-sizes/2023/illnesses-web.png",
        "tags":"",
        "species":"rabbit",
        "categories":"young adult senior health",
        "title":"Rabbit illnesses to watch out for in winter",
        "intro":"When it’s colder outside and we begin to hit the…",
        "meta":"Can your bunny get sick? Find out here if your rabbit can catch a cold, how to spot them, and how to keep your rabbit safe and healthy during the colder months.",
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        "intro":"Find out more about the American XL Bully ban, what…",
        "meta":"Find out more about the American XL Bully ban, what this means for owners of the breed and how this will affect your Petplan policy.",
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        "title":"Christmas Gifts for Pets",
        "intro":"Is that you Santa Paws? If you’re wondering what to…",
        "meta":"Check out Petplan’s round-up of the best presents for your pet this Christmas, including gifts for dogs, gifts for cats and gifts for rabbits.",
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        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
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        "meta":"Are you concerned about your senior cat during winter? Here’s how you can look after your cat through diet, hydration, heated cat beds and veterinary check-ups.",
        "featured":"",
        "listingcustombuttontext": ""
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        "meta":"Wondering what to buy your cat this festive season? Get inspiration with our guide to the best Christmas presents for cats, including sustainable options.",
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        We also offer multipet discount if you have more than one furry friend
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                                Why should I get pet insurance?
                            

                            
                                Did you know that you’re more likely to claim on your pet insurance than your car or home policy? Unfortunately, pets are just as susceptible to illness and injury as we are – in fact, 90% of the claims Petplan pays out are for illness, rather than accident. Insurance can help you ensure your cat gets the best care possible.
                                

                                Benefits of pet insurance
                            

                        

                    

                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                Can Petplan pay my vet directly? How does this work?
                            

                            
                                Yes we can pay your vet directly if they are happy to receive payment in this way. In most cases, your vet can submit an eclaim which is the fastest way to get the information to us. This means you won't be out of pocket and they'll even submit the claim on your behalf.

                                If you check with your vet and they can’t submit an eclaim, please use our online form to submit your claim. You can still select whether we should pay your vet or reimburse the policyholder if you have already made payment.

                            

                        

                    


                    
                        
                            
                                
                                When should I get pet insurance?
                            

                            
                                As early as possible! Pets can get ill or injured at any time so it’s important to make sure you have cover in place to help you cover the cost of any veterinary treatment needed. Policies do not usually cover pre-existing conditions so if your pet already has a skin condition when you insure them you would need to continue to pay for treating this. If however you had insured them with Petplan before they developed a skin condition this would have been covered.
                                

                            

                        

                    


                    
                        
                            
                                
                                Does Petplan have any testimonials I can read?
                            

                            
                                Yes we do. You can read our Customer Stories from existing dog, cat and rabbit policyholders. We also have
                                    Customer Reviews which are collected by Trustpilot.
                                

                            

                        

                    


                    
                        
                            
                                
                                Does Petplan work with any charities?
                            

                            
                                Our caring for pets goes beyond providing dog insurance, cat insurance and rabbit insurance. As 'the pet people' we are passionate about animal welfare and the principle of responsible pet ownership. We support
                                    many charities and have set up
                                    Petplan Charitable Trust, which has so far raised over £8 million towards a better, healthier world for animals.
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